Abstract. Within the framework of 2PN black-hole binary spin precession, we explore configurations where one of the two spins oscillates from being completely aligned with the orbital angular momentum to being completely anti-aligned with it during a single precession cycle. This wide precession is the extreme limit of the generic phenomenon of spin nutation in black-hole binaries. Crucially, wide precession happens on the short precession time scale and it is not a secular effect due to gravitational-wave radiation reaction. The spins of these binaries, therefore, flip repeatedly as one of these special configurations is entered. Binaries with total mass M , mass ratio q, and dimensionless spin χ 1 (χ 2 ) of the more (less) massive black hole are allowed to undergo wide precession at binary separations r ≤ r wide ≡ [(qχ 2 − χ 1 )/(1 − q)] 2 M . Sources that are more likely to precess widely have similar masses and effective spins close to zero.
Introduction
The detection of gravitational waves (GWs) from compact binary inspirals offers the unprecedented opportunity to observe spin precession in black hole (BH) binaries. Measurements of high-order spin-spin and spin-orbit couplings may be challenging [1, 2, 3] , but they will prove crucial to solving some of the most outstanding problems in GW astronomy. Orbital-plane and spin precession have been shown to break degeneracies in the detected signals, thus allowing us to better characterize the growing population of detected BH mergers [4, 5] . Measurements of spin orientations arXiv:1811.05979v1 [gr-qc] 14 Nov 2018 are also vital to constraining BH binary formation mechanisms: they can clarify whether stellar binaries or dynamical interactions are responsible for the majority of the event rate [6, 7, 8] and allow us to constrain poorly understood astrophysical processes in the lives of massive stars, like fallback supernovae [9] , natal kicks [10, 11] , core-envelope interactions [12, 13] , and tidal forces [14, 15] .
Isolated BHs in general relativity are simple systems, but the phenomenology of spinning BH binaries is a very complex and fascinating area of research. The seminal work by Apostolatos et al. [16] first highlighted most of the essential features of precessional dynamics. The orbital angular momentum L and the BH spins S 1 and S 2 all precess about the total angular momentum J, whose direction is roughly constant during the inspiral. Unlike the motion of a spinning top, however, these three vectors do not simply move around on fixed cones: relativistic spin-orbit and spin-spin couplings give rise to complex and sometimes counterintuitive dynamics.
As already noticed by Apostolatos et al. [16] , the simplest kind of precessional dynamics, where all three vectors L, S 1 and S 2 precess about J, must inevitably be modified when the magnitude of J shrinks to zero and the binary loses its gyroscopic bearings. In the absence of a fixed direction anchoring the dynamics, the momenta "tumble" in what is now commonly referred to as "transitional precession." A decade later, Schnittman [17] identified special configurations that he called "spinorbit resonances" where all three vectors are locked into a single plane and precess jointly. Soon after, the first numerical relativity simulations of BH binaries revealed that precessing configurations are responsible for the largest BH recoils, with potentially dramatic astrophysical implications [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . Recent work by Lousto et al. [23, 24] pointed out the possibility of large nutational oscillations, which they call "flip flops".
A particularly convenient framework to isolate and model BH binary spin precession arises from considering the different timescales involved in the problem and identifying conserved quantities. More specifically, the BHs in a binary orbit about each other with period t orb ∝ r 3/2 (where r is the binary separation), emitting GWs on the radiation reaction time scale t rad ∝ r 4 [25] . Spin precession deeply affects the binary dynamics by introducing an additional evolutionary time scale: the precessional time scale t pre ∝ r 5/2 [16] . In the post-Newtonian (PN) regime, one thus obtains the timescale hierarchy t orb t pre t rad and can therefore leverage multi-timescale methods. This insight allowed further progress: the complete set of 2PN spin precession equations (see e.g. [26] ) can be solved analytically on t pre using effective potential techniques [27, 28] . These solutions have been used to simplify waveform calculations [29, 30] , and now serve as the backbone of state-of-the-art templates for GW data analysis [31] . Within the solutions found in Ref. [27, 28] , spin-orbit resonances can be reinterpreted as the "zero-amplitude" limit of more generic librating configurations [28] , and the phenomenon of transitional precession can be understood as a special case of more generic nutational resonances [32] . Effective potential techniques were also used to reveal that certain aligned-binary configurations are unstable [33, 34] and to investigate discontinuous limits of the precessional dynamics [35] .
In this paper we further extend these investigations. We present a new precessional phenomenon, that we call "wide precession." In these special configurations, one of the two spins performs a full nutation, evolving from complete alignment with L to complete anti-alignment within a single precession cycle. These are, by definition, the largest possible oscillations of BH spins in binary systems.
Let us consider a BH binary with mass ratio q = m 2 /m 1 ≤ 1, total mass M = m 1 + m 2 , dimensionless spins 0 ≤ χ i ≤ 1 and orbital separation r (hereafter G = c = 1). First, we highlight this extreme type of spin precession can be realized, i.e. there exist spinning BH binary configurations such that within a precession cycle one BH's spin nutates from complete alignment with the orbital angular momentum L to complete antialignment with L. A necessary condition, derived with no approximation beyond the PN formalism, for this tumbling motion to occur is that the orbital separation satisfies
Among the two BHs, only the one with lower dimensionless spin is allowed to undergo wide precession. The more massive BH (with mass m 1 ) can precess widely if χ 1 ≤ χ 2 , while the secondary BH (with mass m 2 ) can precess widely if χ 2 ≤ χ 1 . Even though complete pole-to-pole nutation constitutes a fine-tuned condition, we find that large nutations are still possible for a large fraction of binaries at some stage during their inspiral lifetime. In particular, wide precession can take place in the sensitivity window of ground-and space-based GW detectors. Figure 1 illustrates the regions of the parameter space where wide precession can occur in the LIGO/Virgo or LISA band. In the left panel, we notice that wide precession is more likely to happen if the two spin magnitudes are different from each other, because the threshold r wide is crossed earlier (typically before entering the detector's sensitivity window, i.e. f wide ≡ M/π 2 r 3 wide < f GW ). For q = 0.9 and M = 60M , wide precession of the heavier (lighter) BH can happen in the LIGO/Virgo band if χ 1 and χ 2 are located in the upper-left (bottom-right) corner of the left panel of Fig. 1 . Comparable-mass BH binaries are more likely to undergo wide precession, because r wide increases as q → 1. This is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1 , where we maximize the threshold r wide over χ 1 and χ 2 -i.e., we show GW frequencies corresponding to max χ1<χ2 r wide = q 2 /(1 − q) 2 M and max χ2<χ1 r wide = 1/(1 − q) 2 M . In particular, only q 0.75 allows wide precession to happen in the LIGO/Virgo (LISA) band for mergers of stellar-mass (supermassive) BH binaries. We stress the criterion f wide < f GW used in Fig. 1 is rather conservative, especially for low-mass systems that spend a long time in band, because the threshold r wide could also be crossed later during the inspiral.
The remainder of this paper details these results. In Sec. 2 we derive Eq. (1) analytically inside our multi-time scale framework. Sec. 3 presents numerical integrations to further illustrate the results and quantitatively explore the relevance of wide precession in samples of BH binaries. We conclude in Sec. 4 and also point out possible directions for future work.
Analytical derivation
In this section we present analytical calculations to (i) show that wide precession is indeed possible and (ii) calculate its location in the parameter space of two-spin BH binaries.
Preliminaries
For a quasi-circular BH binary with specified masses m i , dimensionless spins χ i and orbital separation r, the relative orientations of the Newtonian angular momentum L = m 1 m 2 r/ML and the two spins S i = m 2 i χ iŜi can be described using three angles (e.g. [17, 36, 37] )
The timescale separation t pre t rad motivates the introduction of an alternative set of parameters to study BH binary dynamics [27, 28] ,
which is related to the angles of Eq. (2) by the analytic expressions
The projected effective spin ξ (often denoted by χ eff in recent GW literature, e.g. [38] ) is conserved on both t pre and t rad at 2PN order [26] . The magnitude of the total angular momentum J remains constant on t pre and secularly drifts on t rad . Finally, the total spin magnitude S varies on the shorter time scale t pre . On the other hand, the three parameters (θ 1 , θ 2 , ∆Φ) from Eq. (2) vary on both t pre and t rad . Once the quantities q, χ 1 , χ 2 , ξ, r, and J that are constant on t pre have been fixed, the entire dynamics is parameterized by the periodic motion of S [27, 28] . The magnitude S oscillates from its minimum S − to its maximum S + and back to S − over its precession period τ .
Configurations where one of the two spins S i is co-aligned (counter-aligned) with the orbital angular momentum L are described by θ i = 0 (θ i = π). Wide precession corresponds to configurations where both co-alignment and counter-alignment are allowed during the same precession cycle. The mathematical problem we wish to solve is therefore the following: can one find consistent values of the constants of motion (q, χ 1 , χ 2 , r, ξ, J) such that the binary evolution as a function of S admits both θ i = 0 and θ i = π (for either i = 1 or i = 2)?
It is worth now differentiating between two separate possibilities, depending on whether the primary or the secondary BH "goes wide".
Wide precession of the primary black hole
Let us first investigate the occurrence of wide precession for the heavier BH. By inverting Eq. (4), it is straightforward to prove that both cos θ 1 and cos θ 2 are monotonic in S and, therefore, the functions θ i (S) are extremized at S = S ± (cf. Eq. (20) in Ref. [28] ). For the sake of clarity, let us rewrite Eq. (4) evaluated at these two endpoints
where ± subscripts refer to quantities evaluated at S ± . Crucially, J and ξ have to be the same at S ± because they are constant on the precession time scale, while θ 1 , θ 2 and ∆Φ all vary with S. Because d cos θ 1 /dS ≤ 0, wide precession is possible only if θ 1− = 0 and θ 1+ = π. This yields
which can be solved for cos θ 2− and cos θ 2+ . The formal solutions are
corresponding to
These configurations are acceptable only if | cos θ 2± | ≤ 1, 0 < q ≤ 1, 0 < χ i ≤ 1 and r > M . This is equivalent to
where we have defined
Any set of parameters (q, χ 1 , χ 2 , r) which satisfiy Eqs. (11) therefore admits wide precession for the primary BH. Wide precession is realized when the remaining two constants of motions J and ξ assume the values given by Eq. (10).
Wide precession of the secondary black hole
We now look for locations in parameter space where wide precession of the secondary BH is allowed. The calculation proceeds in a very similar fashion to the one highlighted above. The only difference is that d cos θ 2 /dS ≥ 0 and, therefore, one has to impose θ 2− = π and θ 2+ = 0. From Eqs. (5) and (6) we obtain
which can be solved for cos θ 1− and cos θ 1+ . This yields
The constraints | cos θ 1± | ≤ 1, 0 < q ≤ 1, 0 < χ i ≤ 1 and r > M imply
Wide precession for the secondary BH is possible if Eq. (17) is satisfied and it is realized for binaries described by Eq. (16) . Note that the threshold r wide is the same for both Eq. (11) and Eq. (17), and the first condition involving the spin magnitudes is symmetric under the exchange 1 ← → 2.
Remarks
The derivation we just presented highlights the occurrence of the separation threshold r wide . Below r wide , PN spin-spin and spin-orbit couplings are strong enough to allow for wide precession. Ref. [33] located two further separation thresholds in the parameter space of double-spinning BH binaries, namely
In the range r ud− < r < r ud+ , a precessional instability affects binaries where the primary BH spin is co-aligned and the secondary BH spin is counter-aligned with the orbital angular momentum. It is straightforward to prove that r wide = √ r ud− r ud+ and therefore r ud− ≤ r wide ≤ r ud+ . Given an ensemble of binaries with the same (q, χ 1 , χ 2 ) inspiraling from large to small separations, the up-down configuration becomes unstable before any other binary of the ensemble is allowed to undergo wide precession. In the equal-mass limit q → 1, r wide evidently diverges, such that the radial conditions of Eq. (11) and (17) are always satisfied (one can prove this remains the case even when
1/2 becomes a constant of motion on both t pre and t rad [35] . Evaluating Eq. (10) [35] . For q = 1, if the condition for wide precession is met, it holds for all values of r throughout the entire inspiral. This observation also demonstrates that wide precession is not necessarily a phenomenon encountered only at small binary separations.
Numerical explorations
We now test our findings against numerical integrations. All PN integrations presented in this paper are performed using the precession code [39] . Spin-precession equations are accurate up to 2PN. Orbit-averaged radiation reaction is computed including (non)spinning terms up to (3.5PN) 2PN. Precession-averaged evolutions of J(r) on t rad [27, 28] are accurate up to 1PN. 
Wide precession phenomenology
The orbit-averaged PN inspiral of two representative binaries undergoing wide precession is shown in Fig. 2 . The parameters of the binary illustrated in the left (right) panel are chosen such that the primary (secondary) BH undergoes wide precession at r = 100M < r wide . Because both J and r evolve on t rad , binaries stay in the wide precession configuration only at the specific separation where either one of Eq. (10) or Eq. (16) are satisfied. As the wide-precession separation is approached, oscillations of either of the two spins grow larger and larger. The envelopes reach their extreme values | cos θ i+ − cos θ i− | = 2 at r = 100M . The time scale hierarchy t pre t rad ensures that wide precession corresponds to multiple cycles with large spin oscillations. For separations r ∼ 100M , the wide spin repeatedly flips over a large range of width δθ i π. Fig. 3 shows precession-averaged time evolutions of the angles θ 1 , θ 2 and ∆Φ for the same representative binaries. Each of the curves describes a full precession cycle at fixed orbital separation: binaries start at t = 0 with S = S − , evolve to S = S + at t = τ /2, and return to S = S − after a period τ . Binaries evolve along these curves on the short time scale t pre , while the curves themselves evolve secularly on t rad .
The spin tilts θ i approach the wide precession configuration rather gently, without abrupt changes in their evolution. In contrast, the evolution ∆Φ(t) is discontinuous at the wide-precession separation. Wide precession is characterized by sin θ i± = 0 and, consequently, discontinuities in ∆Φ are expected at S ± (i.e. t = 0, τ /2, τ ) [cf. Eq. (2)]. Figure 3 . Evolution of θ 1 (top), θ 2 (middle) and ∆Φ (bottom) for the same wide binaries of Fig. 2 . Left (right) panels show a BH binary where the primary (secondary) spin undergoes wide precession at r = 100M . Light (dark) curves correspond to large (small) separations. Wide precession is marked with a dashed line. Binaries evolve along those curves on tpre, while the curves themselves evolve on t rad . An animated version of this figure is available at www.davidegerosa.com/spinprecession. Figure 3 indicates that lim S→S± |∆Φ| = π/2, which can be understood as follows. Imagine approaching the Earth's pole along a meridian: the longitude is not defined at the pole and discontinuously changes by π as the pole is crossed. Similarly, ∆Φ is not defined at S ± for wide binaries and the discontinuity jump across those points is equal to π. Because the evolution of ∆Φ is odd about t = τ /2 [28] , one thus needs
For widely precessing binaries, one of the two spins touches both a completely aligned and a completely anti-aligned configuration during a single precession period τ . Oscillations of the polar angles θ i are nutations: wide precession corresponds to maximal nutations in a non-inertial frame which co-precesses with L. In an inertial frame, on the other hand, one needs to consider the motion of L about J (whose direction is approximately constant [32] ). This can be described by a polar angle θ L and an azimuthal angle α [28] . For the cases shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , L precesses about J about α/2π ∼ 18 times during each period τ at r ∼ 100M . At the same time, θ L changes by ∼ 3 • .
Almost wide binaries
The wide precession conditions of Sec. 2 are fine tuned. While generic binaries satisfy the inequalities (11) and (17), only an infinitesimally small set of configurations satisfies Eqs. (10) and (16) for J and ξ. It is natural, therefore, to address the behavior of almost wide binaries, i.e. sources which satisfy the wide-precession conditions only approximately. This point is explored in Fig. 4 , where we evaluate the estimator
One has 0 ≤ W i ≤ 2 and W i = 2 corresponds to wide precession (cf. the envelopes in Fig. 2 ). Because the angles θ i are asymptotically constant (for q < 1), generic binaries satisfy
For a statistical analysis, we generate a sample of binaries uniformly in q, χ 1 , χ 2 ∈ [0.1, 1] and log(r/M ) ∈ [6, 1]. We first filter the sample according to the inequalities (11) (i = 1, left panel) and (17) (i = 2, right panel). This leaves about 1% of the sources. We consider (exactly) wide binaries from Eqs. (10) and (16) and evolve them backwards in time to r/M → ∞ obtaining values of θ 1∞ and θ 2∞ [28] . If these asymptotic configurations are evolved back down to r = 10M , we trivially obtain W i = 2 (gray dashed lines in Fig. 4 ). The same systems are then perturbed by substituting q, χ i and cos θ i∞ to new values generated uniformly in binaries, while δ ≥ 1 corresponds to the (unfiltered) starting sample of binaries with isotropic spin directions. Fig. 4 shows that these almost wide sources present W i 1.5 even for moderately large values δ 0.2. For comparison, the isotropic distribution presents W i 0.5. Despite being a fine-tuned configuration, wide precession appears to be the extreme limit of a more generic class of binaries with similar phenomenology. In other terms, almost wide binaries are still very wide.
Relation to the spin morphologies
In Refs. [27, 28] , the dynamics of precessing BH binaries was classified in terms of the evolution of ∆Φ on t pre . Three discrete cases (or morphologies) are possible, where |∆Φ| either circulates in the full range [0, π] (i.e. either |∆Φ + | = 0 and |∆Φ − | = π, or |∆Φ + | = π and |∆Φ − | = 0), librates about |∆Φ ± | = 0 and never reaches π, or librates about |∆Φ ± | = π and never reaches 0. One has lim r/M →∞ |∆Φ − | = π and lim r/M →∞ |∆Φ + | = 0 [28] , so all binaries belong to the circulating morphology at large separations where they form (cf. also Fig. 3 above) . Secular evolution under radiation reaction generically induces transitions between the different morphologies. Fig. 5 shows the (J −ξ) parameter space of BH binaries for values of q, χ 1 , χ 2 and r which admit wide precession. Geometrical constraints imply that binaries can only "live" within the wedge bounded by the solid black lines. The allowed area is colored according to the ∆Φ spin morphologies. The two librating morphologies are located close to the edges of the parameter space (the edges themselves are the so-called spin-orbit resonances of Ref. [17] ), while circulating binaries are found in between.
Radiation reaction causes binaries to move along horizontal lines in Fig. 5 (because ξ is constant). In particular, they can cross the dashed lines and move into different colored regions.
Wide-precession binaries are located at the special points of these diagrams where all three colored regions meet. Such locations do not exist in general and are only allowed if the conditions derived in Sec. 2 are met. As shown in Fig. 3 above, binaries evolving across wide precession remain in the circulating morphology and transition from (|∆Φ − | = π, |∆Φ − | = 0) to (|∆Φ − | = 0, |∆Φ − | = π). Morphological transitions occur when radiation reaction changes r and J to values at which θ i = 0 or π at S − or S + [28] . A wide binary can therefore be interpreted as the occurrence of two morphological transitions at the same value of r, with radiation reaction simultaneously driving θ i to 0 at one extremum of S and to π at the other.
These findings seem to show that wide precession somehow resembles triple points in phase-space diagrams of thermodynamical systems. The reformulation of BH spinprecession dynamics using thermodynamical arguments is a promising avenue for future work.
Conclusions
In generic spinning BH binaries, both the orbital plane and the spins precess around the total angular momentum. The simple scenario (often called simple precession [16] ), where the two spins evolve over cones of fixed amplitude θ 1 and θ 2 about the total angular momentum, is strictly valid only at large separations. Closer to merger spin-spin couplings become important, and BH spins undergo complicated precessional and nutational motions. The tilt angles θ i , as well as the angle ∆Φ between the projections of the spins on the orbital plane, change on the short precession timescale. Here we pointed out the existence of configurations where nutations are maximized: in these BH binaries, one of the two spins oscillates from θ i = 0 to θ i = π during a single precession cycle.
For wide precession to be possible, the spins must satisfy the conditions χ 1 ≤ χ 2 (for the primary), χ 2 ≤ χ 1 (for the secondary), and the binary separation r must be smaller than r wide ≡ M (qχ 2 − χ 1 ) 2 /(1 − q) 2 . Therefore, wide precession is easier to achieve if the binary's mass ratio is close to unity (q 1) and/or if the two spin magnitudes are very different from each other (χ 1 χ 2 or χ 2 χ 1 ). If allowed, wide precession happens at the locations in parameter space given by Eqs. (10) and (16) . In particular, the effective spin ξ ≡ χ eff must be close to zero. Interestingly, the conditions q 1 and ξ ∼ 0 are met by most of the LIGO/Virgo events observed to date [38] .
Moreover, wide precession turns out to be just the tip of the iceberg of a much wider class of almost wide binaries exhibiting large nutations. About ∼ 30% of binaries with q > 0.8 and |ξ| < 0.1 will experience oscillations in either cos θ 1 or cos θ 2 larger than 1.5 at some point in their inspiral * . For these binaries, nutations are maximized in the late inspiral (r ∼ 10M ), which is potentially observable by current and future detectors.
Hints of these configurations have been previously found in Refs. [23, 24] , but here we have generalized those findings and made them more rigorous by separating the timescales of the problem. In particular, Ref. [23] presented a BH-binary numerical- * This fraction is estimated assuming uniform distributions in χ i ∈ [0.1, 1] and isotropic spin orientations. relativity simulation where one of the two spins has a large nutation (or "flip flop" in the language of Refs. [23, 24] ). The simulation parameters were chosen such that q = 1, S 1 × L = 0 and S · L = 0. These choices correspond to ξ = 0 and S = |S 2 1 − S 2 2 |, and turn out to be equivalent to our solutions when restricted to equal-mass binaries (cf. Sec. 2.4). "Flip flops" were later investigated in Ref. [24] using PN evolutions. They found the occurrence of a critical separation below which large nutations are possible; their expression, however, is different and more complicated than our Eq. (12) . The "flip flop" angle of the primary BH is maximized by imposing alignment of S 1 and L, while anti-alignment is required in the case of the secondary BH [24] . However, both alignment and anti-alignment must be imposed at the same time for nutations to be maximal, by definition (cf. Sec. 2.2-2.3). The conditions χ 1 ≷ χ 2 of Eqs. (11) and (17) do not appear to be mentioned, at least explicitly, in Ref. [24] .
Future work on this subject could target widely precessing binaries with numericalrelativity simulations (cf. [40] ) and assess their measurability through injections in LIGO/Virgo parameter-estimation pipelines. The upcoming age of high-precision GW astronomy will soon uncover many new phenomena. As shown in this paper, BH binary spin precession might still have some surprises in store.
